A NATIONAL MANUFACTURING GUARD:
Building a More
Resilient U.S. Manufacturing Base

Webinars: 29 September 2020 and 1 October 2020
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The Manufacturing USA Network
of Manufacturing Innovation Institutes
Initiated in 2012
15 Institutes (+1)
Sponsored by DoD, DOE, and DOC
Designed to promote US competitiveness
To date we have more than:
› >2100 companies, nonprofits, academic institutions, and government agencies
› $1.3 billion federal investment
› $1.5 billion nonfederal co-investment
› >670,000 individuals impacted by institute workforce initiatives
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As America recovers from the current crisis and prepares for the possibility of the next, we call
for a coordinated set of strategic investments and policy and regulatory updates, that build upon
existing institutions, address gaps, and anticipate future needs to drive a resilient, agile, digitally
connected, cybersecure and globally competitive U.S. manufacturing industry.

CALL TO ACTION
USG
Form a Resilient
Manufacturing Task Force
to frame and define next
steps and provide
recommendations to create
the following framework:

Resilient
Manufacturing
Advisory
Council

National
Manufacturing
Guard

Resilient Manufacturing
Operating Authority

Data
Exchange

Technology
Corps
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OBJECTIVES
›
›
›

›

›
›
›
›

Resilient, agile, secure manufacturing base
Enhanced economic security
A national network of prepared manufacturing industry experts across
sectors ready to react when needed
A partnership that brings industry’s capabilities to address national
needs
A secure supply chain powered by real-time supply/demand signals
Visibility into supply chain gaps at the national level during crises
Career pathways to high-value jobs and national service opportunities
Opportunities for individuals from underserved communities to gain
advanced manufacturing skills
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Create the National Manufacturing Guard
›

Network of subject matter experts in manufacturing and production who volunteer, or are nominated by
their organization, to participate and who convene to share best practices and train regularly to
strengthen manufacturing and respond to local and national crises

›

Analogous to National Guard’s readiness to defend our country and can be activated by appropriate
state or national authority to respond to crises

›

Companies, representing all industry sectors, are incented to nominate employee participants via
appropriate tax or other economic and policy mechanisms
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National Manufacturing
Guard: Next Steps
›

Define command and control authorities at state and federal level for activation and deployment

›

Define national operations entity (e.g. public-private partnership) to convene, organize, and train
participants

›

Define operations: personnel structure, specializations, scope of training

›

Define process for subject matter experts to volunteer/be nominated for participation in Manufacturing
Guard

›

Develop incentive framework to encourage company and individual participation (e.g. tax incentives,
promotional benefits, networking, pay, opportunities, etc.)
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NATIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN DATA EXCHANGE – End-to-End
›

Facilitate the secure, real time movement of manufacturing operations data between manufacturers and

suppliers, enabling, resilience, reshoring, and product and production agility in both normal and disruptive times

Data Exchange Backbone

Visibility and Resiliency Toolkit
Supply Chain Modeling and Simulation

Suppliers

Project Approach
1.

Engage (3) COVIDimpacted manufacturers,
along with 30 of their
SMMs suppliers, to
develop and implement an
end-to-end SC backbone.

2.

Develop VisibilityResiliency Toolkit and
build a comprehensive
playbook and community

Risk Mitigation and Dynamic Response
Advanced Analytics, Metrics
Control, Operational Tower

Data
Broker
Manufacturing

Distributors

Playbook
Standardized Playbook – roles, processes, crisis mgmt

Resiliency Assessment

Real-Time, Secured Data Flow
End-to End Synchronization
All Companies

Community of Practice/Center of Excellence

Accessibility and Connectivity with ALL (Small, Medium & Large Companies)
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National Supply Chain
Data Exchange:
Next Steps
›

Develop policy considerations for authorities, operational bodies, and incentives

›

Define a national operations entity (e.g. public-private partnership) to maintain and facilitate
Data Exchange

›

Development of data standards and relevant interfaces

›

Develop data security/vulnerability plan

›

○

Identify risks and mitigations

○

Balance of macro-level data visibility with privacy/proprietary interests

Establish demonstration project for proof of concept
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The Technology Corps
›

A diverse, networked, national talent pool to feed and create an agile
manufacturing workforce

›

Introduces the next generation to societally impactful career paths in
manufacturing, while contributing to national service

›

Democratizes skills related to emerging technology for the 33 million
Americans between 18-24 years of age by offering a skills gateway to enable
transition to higher education, military service, further national service, or
entry into the workforce.

›

Builds on current strengths of Manufacturing USA institutes and builds
connections to Manufacturing Guard and Data Exchange
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Technology Corps:
Next Steps
›

Develop policy considerations for authorities, operational and advisory bodies, and
incentives

›

Define national operations entity (e.g. public-private partnership) to convene, organize, and
train participants

›

Define core areas of experiential learning connected to the overarching goals of the resilient
manufacturing base

›

Develop plan for inclusive talent recruitment by partnering with existing programs (MFG
USA, SME, NSBE, SHPE, SWE, ASME, AIChE, etc.)
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Resilient Manufacturing
Advisory Council
›

Includes stakeholders from industry, state and local
government, nonprofits, academia, etc.

›

Supplies USG with industry-generated
recommendations on implementation and related
matters including the Manufacturing Guard, Data
Exchange, and Technology Corps

›

Acts as a resource and informs cross-agency
activities related to Resilient Manufacturing

›

Identifies and prioritizes improvement strategies to
current and future supply chains
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Recommended
Next Steps
Form Resilient Manufacturing Task Force to:
› Convene private and public sector stakeholders
› Gather input and frame recommendations for:
›
›
›
›

A National Manufacturing Guard
A National Supply Chain Data Exchange
The Technology Corps
A Resilient Manufacturing Advisory Council
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USG
Resilient
Manufacturing
Advisory Council
Translates industry needs into
recommendations for
government and
identifies/prioritizes national
supply chain improvement
strategies.

Industry
Large, medium, small
manufacturers; trade groups

Academia
Universities, community
colleges, workforce
development entities

Resilient Manufacturing Operating
Authority

LEADERSHIP / DIRECTION
ADVICE / COUNSEL
SUPPORT / WORK

Entity overseeing National Manufacturing
Guard, Data Exchange, and Technology Corps.

National
Manufacturing Guard
Serve as subject matter experts who train
to strengthen manufacturing and respond
to crises.

Technology Corps
Creates diverse, networked, national talent
pool to feed agile manufacturing
workforce.

Data Exchange

Provide transparent, secure
data network for supply
chain understanding and
signaling among ALL
suppliers & consumers.

MFG USA
Institutes

Hollings MFG
Extension
Partnership
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CONCLUSIONS
› A resilient and agile manufacturing supply chain is essential to the nation's safety and
security, particularly in times of crisis.
› Public-private partnering with appropriate structure, coordination and training is the path
forward.
› The Resilient Manufacturing Task Force Act is a first step to identify and address current
and future concerns in American Manufacturing and provides convening authority to enact
the necessary changes.
› New authorities will need to be established – learn from prior experience while developing
new models for the future.
› Manufacturing USA institutes and other related activities are available as a resource that
bring many stakeholders organizations together into public-private partnerships to address
national security needs.
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THANK YOU
Stay connected at www.mfgguard.com

Share your thoughts: info@mfgguard.com
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